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The Leiden University Library boasts an extensive collection of Oriental manuscripts
and contains more than26,000 separate items; some 6000 of them originated in the Islamic
Middle East or are are related to it in some way or another. The value of the collection can
hardly be estimated. I do not mean this solely in a financial sense but even more in a spiritual
one: its documentary value for the history of non-Western literature in the broadest meaning
of the word. This lack of knowledge is also the result of deficient or non-existent cataloguing
of the collection. It has been expanding for centuries while the ;ystematic description of the
contents of the manuscripts has been neglected. Our present curator, Professor Jan Just
Witkam, has taken upon himself the task of at least starting to fill this deplorable gap by
initiating a number of cataloguing projects. One of these concerns the detailed description of
the Turkish collection for which the author of this article was engaged. This has now resulted
in the publication of a first volume which describes the older sub-collections;l three more
volumes are in preparation. They will describe the acquisitions made after 1781 and the minor
collections kept in Dutch libraries and museums.
The acquisition of the Middle-Eastern manuscripts in the Leiden University Library has
a long history which goes back to the early 17th century. Surveying the collection in its
entirety, we could say about its provenance that, besides a great number of, often small,
purchases from European booksellers like the Leiden firm of E.J. Brill and auctioneers like
Sotheby's and Christie's, a relatively great part of it was acquired by gifts, but even more by
purchases, sometimes through a bookseller or an auctioneer, of private collections owned by,
mostly Dutch, scholars; I mention the names of Scaliger, Golius, Warnerus, three generations
of Schultens, Johannes Heyman, Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje, C. van Arendonk, J.H.

Leiden University Library
I

of Turkßh Manuscripts in the Library of Leiden University and Other Collections in the
Netherlands l. Comprising the Acquisitíons of Turkish Manuscripts in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
Jan Schmidt, Catalogue
(Leiden 2000).
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Kramers - all Leiden orientalists - as well as the German orientalist Franz Taeschner,2 the
Bosnian scholar Salih Hadjibegovich Alic, and the contemporaneous professors Sj. van
Koningsveld and Fred de Jong. The volume of new acquisitions knew a few booming periods:
the middle of the 1.7th century with the large collection of Warnerus, described in the first
volume of my catalogue, and the 1960s and following decades when its growth rose
exponentially even by comparison with the rich 17th century.

Among the important acquisitions of the second half of the 1960s there is the Fatatri
collection, the greater part of which has recently been described by Jan Just Witkam in a
lengthy Handlßt, which is available to visitors of the Oriental Reading Room in our library. I
myself have described the Turkish texts in the collection for the yet unpublished second and
third volumes of my catalogue; I could not have accomplished that task without the
preparatory work by Witkam. A.A. Fatatri was - and is, he is still alive - a trader who was
born and grew up in Egypt but is at present a resident of Leiden. Although I am not aware of
further details, he seems to have travelled extensively in the Middle East and particularly in
Turkey while continually buying manuscripts and, sometimes, small private libraries,3 for
little money. (He did not deal, by the way, exclusively in manuscripts.) A small number of
items were not, obviously, bought in Turkey or the Middle East at large; this is certainly the
case with the odd manuscript of Indonesian provenance. The Fatatri manuscripts were
acquired by the University Library in seventeen instalments between November 1965 en July
1969. (For practical reasons I will not discuss here the smaller lots obtained from him by the
library between May 1970 and 1995; they often show, for that matter, the same characteristics
as the larger acquisitions made in the 1960s.) The items he offered for sale, more than fivehundred manuscripts in all, cost the library on average fifty guilders, a. tenner if they looked
worn and well-thumbed, a hundred to a hundred-and-fifty guilders, sometimes more, if they
were of an unusual large format, were less damaged, or contained more precious paper, or
had, exceptionally, an attractive gold-embossed cover. In a few cases, he did not ask for money
with regard to an unsightly and extremely worn and dirty volume. The content of the texts,
their unicity or antiquity, did not sþem to influence prices at all. Booksellers have the same
attitude as antiques dealers: a slight crack on the surface of a beautiful vase brings its price
down considerably.
Surveying the texts of the Leiden collection as a whole, one is struck by the lack of a
specialisation in genre and this points to the fact that fate must have played a decisive role in
the availability of manuscripts at auctions and in bookshops in the Middle East, Europe and
America. Of only a few collectors who have contributed to the library do we know that they
made attempts to acquire specific texts. A clear case was the l7th-century scholar Jacob Golius
who went out of hié way to have certain texts purchased in the Middle East, or have them
copied for him, or even have them authored; from letters preserved in the John Rylands
University Library in Manchester it appears that he encouraged learned Arab friends, if needs
2

Jan Schmidt, 'Franz Taeschner's Collection

3

There are a few manuscripts in this sub-collection which go back to one Ottoman owner, among theq a certain
Kavalalt $âftz Hüsni (or tlüseyn) Efendi who inscribed his name in a few manuscripts with Turkish texts between
1860 and 1880: MSS Or. 11.539, 11.589, ll.70l, 11.705, 11.709. Attempts to interview Fatatri about his sources
have hitherto not been successful.

of Turkish Manuscripts in the Leiden University Library', in The Joys
of Philology. Studies in Ottoman Literature, History and Orientalism (1500-1923)lI(Analecta IsisianaLX,
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be, to write chronicles themselves so that gaps in the information available in the West at that
time about the history of many Islamic dynasties could be closed. To no avail, for that matter.4

This situation is different in the case of the Fatatri collection. The thematic unity of
genre, or at least of related genres, is striking. But this aspect is in the end equally rooted in the
workings of the market and historical chance. What are these genres?

The Fatatri collectlon: genre, language and authors
at the type of texts represented in the Fatatri manuscripts it
appears that the majority of them concern Arabic handbooks or shorter Arabic tracts, often
commentaries on older works, which all in some way or another deal with the traditional
sciences, and auxiliary sciences, of Islam and its traditions. Thus we find works in the fields of
Arabic, and, exceptionally, Persian grammar, lexicography (mostly vocabularies and
(rhymed) dictionaries), poetics and rhetoric; theology (dogma and ethics); Koran
interpretatign and recitation; hadith and'the sunna of the Prophet; logic (a major role here is
played by the Arabic translation of the Eisagoge by Porphyry which was considered to be a
basic text and endlessly rehashed in commentaries and supercommentaries); and jurisprudence
(fiqh, fatwas, manuals for cadis and so forth). An interesting group within the last-mentioned
genre is made up of works concerning hereditary law; some manuscripts consist primarily of
multicoloured tables and diagrams which are meant to illustrate often very complicated
(theoretical) problems. Apart from this mostly traditionally religious material, two genres are
represented in a minor way: texts concerning the exact sciences: arithmetic, astrology and
astronomy, and medicine; but we are dealing here almost exclusively with texts which
represent the traditionally medieval approach of these sciences and are based on (pseudo-)
Classical and Islamic authorities. Thus practical application looms large in the case of
astronomical treatises where prescriptions for establishing the direction of Mecca are the main
topic. Religion is also dominantly present here. Finally, we find texts concerning mysticism
and the orders of dervishes.

If we take a closer look

Striking is the large share of Ottoman scholars in the authorship such as - to mention only
a few of the most prominent figures - 'Abdullafif Firiçteollu (l5th century), Kemal Pasazade
(early 16th century) and the ubiquitous l7th-century Birgili Mehmed Efendi. Apart from
works in Arabic there are also Turkish texts. Although about only thirty manuscripts
comprise almost exclusively Turkish works, about another 150 volumes contain, besides
Arabic main texts, Turkish materials, ranging ffom a single verse by a copyist or a few
marginal glosses, to biographical data, to series of medical prescriptions and religious
treatises. The genre of the more substantial Turkish texts is hardly different from that of the
Arabic ones. Persian texts are exceptional in this collection': only one manuscript has a main
Persian text, three others have Persian tracts; about 35 manuscripts have some Persian text
fragments, in most cases only copyist's. verses. As I am a specialist of Ottoman literature and
history, the dominant Ottoman character of the collection has been an important reason for my
interest in these manuscripts.

Istanbul 2002), pp. 237 -66.
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See Jan Schmidt, 'An Ostrich Egg for Golius. The Heyman Papers Preserved in the Leiden and Manchester
University Libraries and Early-Modern Contacts between the Netherlands and the Middle East', in: The Joys of
Philology II, pp. 33-4.
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Another striking aspect of this collection is that only a minority of the manuscripts
contain one main work: the majority comprises miscellanies of two and up to even fifty works,
often, but not always, thematically connected by subject, for instance a treatise together with
commentaries and supercommentaries, or by the person of the author, for example the
collected essays of one author. A spectacular example of such a miscellany, which in this case
exceptionallydoes not show a thematic unity, is the manuscript (Cod.) Or. 11.919,s which
comprises 4l texts in Arabic, Persian and Turkish, and was copied between 92611519-20 and
98511577-8; dominantly present is the work of the afore-mentioned Kemãl Paçãzade (d.
94011533) with essays in Arabic about grammar and the plague. This volume also contains a
further undocumented Arabic work in prose and poetry about the phenomenon of snow by a
certain Muçfafã Çelebi, müderris (teacher, professor) at the medrese (academy) of Sultan
Yrldrrrrir Han in Bursa (ff.175a-177b).
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astrolabe (in a contemporary copy, Or. l2.IO4 (7)); and a work on the saint 'Abd al-Qãdir
Gilãni by a certain Hüseyn b. el-Hãcc ïasan el-Edirnevi who flourished about 1600 (Or.
12.057).

Finally the collection comprises a number of (possible) autographs; I only mention here :
Or. 11.584 (a Turkish epistolary manual with model letters by a certain Mehmed $eker (or
$tikür), dated 126411848); Or. I1.964b (a fragment about judicial quesrions related ro
Daghestan, by Muhammad al-Khafnawi, dated 1308/1890); Or. 12.019 (1a) (a manual on
jurisprudence by Hrzrr b. Mehmed el-Müfti el-Amasi, d. 1086/1675-6, written for his two
sons 1064/1653); and Or. 12.033 (2) (a versified Turkish commentary on a selecrion from
Jalãl ad-Din Rümis Mathnawt by Çevri Çelebi (d. 1065/1654-5), dated 1062/1651-2). Or.
12.055 comprises poems by the Naqshbandiya shaykh Mustafã Sâlim who flourished during
the second half of the 18th century (he was also the copyist of the manuscript).

Exceptional items: devlant genres, rare texts and autographs
Among the manuscripts in the sub-collection which are exceptional with regard to genre,
there are a number of long poems, mostly of religious and mystical content, or commentaries
on poems or literary prose. I mention here in particular a collection of Turkish commentaries
on poems by the Persian poet 'Urfi (d. 999/1590, Or. 12.036). With regard to poems, I

mention an ode (ka;îde) written by Kãùizâde Efendi and offered to Sultan Murad IV (ruled
1623-40); in it the fanatic moralist discusses deplorable aspects of contemporary abuses like
the drinking of coffee and smoking (Or. 12.043 (4)). The sub-collection also comprises,
curiously - it is one of the most recent manuscripts - a treatise on the education of children in
the enlightened Western tradition, probably a translation from the French of a booklet by the
director, Peltier, of the Tawfiqiya teachers' training college in Cairo dating from the late lgth
or early 20th centuries (Or. lLI22). We also find a collection of Arabic treatises as well as a
Turkish text on alchemy (Or 12.047, undated).

There are also a number of works which seem to be undocumented or rare - rare
however not being the same thing as exceptional with regard to genre or content; among the
Turkish works in this category, we find some fena collections compiled by obscure muftis:
that of $akimi Efendi (late 18th century, Or. 11.581 (5)), of Dervis ibrahim (date unknown,
texts in Arabic and Turkish, Or. 11.589 (1)), and of Rr2ã (date unknown, in an early lgthöentury copy, Or. ll.614). Then there is a further undocumented translation of the popular
ode on the robe of the Prophet, Qaçtdat al-Burda of the 13th century Arab poet al-Busiri by a
certain Mehmed b. $alil (Or. I l.l 1 l); a translaiion by Kãmi of el-Ghazãl r's Kimiya as-sa'ãdat
(Or. 11.043 and 12.055 (l)); an equally undocumented commentary on, again, the
Qa;rdnt alBurdn, by $ãcci Efendizãde Aksarãyi written in the mid-l7th century (Or. 11.115); an
anonymous Turkish interlinear translation of the Mukhtasar al-Quduri, a well-known
handbook of jurisprudence (undated, Or. 11.753); a collection of treatises on metaphysics (in
Or. 12.030); a rare collection of judicial documents entitled Tuþfetü l-küttab, compiled by
MüsãzãdeEfendi (late lSth century, Or. 12.032); a rare essay on astronomy by Seydi'Ali
Re'is (st. 97011562), Risale fi Satu l-kürsi (early lSth century, or. 12.05g (2)); an
undocumented translation by Vãni Efendi (d. 1096/1684-5) of an Arabic treatise on the
5

The Oriental manuscripts in the Leiden University Library are marked by a so-called 'Or.-number', wich more or
less reflects the chronology of their acquisition.
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But let us now return to the type of works that dominate the collection. First of all I
intend to establish when, where and by whom our manuscripts were produced.

Colophons: production

Little over half of the manuscripts show a colophon of a compiler or copyist. It is
difficult to give a precise number, also because some manuscripts have more than one
colophon originating from, sometimes, more than one copyist.
Colophons have a long history6 and a restricted repertoire of Arabic formulae had
already become commonplace in the pre-Ottoman era. Creative copyists could deviate from
the standard formulae - and add data which were deemed desirable. In exceptional cases one
finds also (partly) Turkish colophons - it sometimes happened that a copyist, for instance,

could remember the required Arabic sentence but was unable to reproduce the Arabic
numerals stating the year (cf. Or. 11.980, f. 131a) -or Persian ones. Colophons generally show
a wide variation in eloquence, from a summary indication that the job had been done (often
only indicated with one or more than one mims or the word tamma or tamdm), to extensive
information including the name of the copyist, date (almost always counted in lunar years
from the hijra of the Prophet; exceptionally one finds a date according to the solar calendar,
for example in Or. 11.707), and place - but beyond these the data become more scarce - the
work itself: the time spent on copying, the chain of textual tradition, the patron and so forth.
There was also the possibility of putting a playful smoke screen before the eyes of a reader in
the form of anpuzzle colophon. A nice example is found in Or. I1.119 in which a copyist who
worked in Istanbul in 1016 (1607) chooses not to mention his name but instead writes - the
formula is not originalT - '[copied] with the hand of a slave who, if he were absent is not missed
and if he were present is not known'.8 A better known phenomenon is the use of fractions
enigmatically representing weekdays, months and years; an example can be found in Or.
12.019 (1). In some cases colophons contradict each other, as in Or. 1I.693, in which in two
6

For a survey, see Ramazan $esen,'Esquisse d'une histoire du développement des colophons dans les manuscrits
musulmans', in François Déroche & Francis Richard, red., Scribes et manuscrits du Moyen-Orient (Parijs 1997),
pp. 189-22r.

7

The same fomula is found in a colophon in Or. 12.373, f. l45a-b.
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different colophons (on f. la and f. 59b) and two different months of the same year,
l00lll592-3, are mentioned as the time of completion by the same copyist. In Or. 11.906 we
find the contradictory information that the manuscript had been copied in Istanbul in
t083ll67l as well as in Begpazan(Beypazan,f.42a).

If we ignore

6
7
8
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(Or. I 1.797)
a müderris (Or. 1 1.971) ;
a müffi

a molla (in 1040/1630,-!, a part of Or. 11.882 - he was also the owner of that part of the
volume; he also noted the date of his birth as well as those of his brother andìon in the

manuscript)

these confusing data for convenience's sake, we find that the dating of the
colophons spans a period ranging from70611306 (a copy of al-Ghazâli's Mishl<at al-anwõr

9

writtenoutin the'imaret of Konyaby'Abdullâhfloca Faþ b. Ahmed, Or. 11.828), to c.1900
(the afore-mentioned pedagogic work, Or. ll.l22). Most colophons date from the l7th, lSth

a Naqshbandiya shaykh (the afore-mentioned poet Sãlim, Or. 12.055, a miscellany with
works on mysticism and the Naqshbandiya order of dervishes, with poems by the coþyist)

10.

a

clerk (þace) of the Dlvan (in 125911844, Or. 11.734)

a

kavukçu ('turban maker') at the court of the sultan (in 1209/1795,

and 19th centuries.

11.

commentary on a mystical poem)

Although the majority of manuscripts seem to be Ottoman in origin

- that is, were

produced in the central provinces of Anatolia and Rumelia, and not in the more peripheral
ones of the Hijaz, Egypt or North Africa (the manuscripts without colophon often show
characteristics of content and outward appearance, often also traces left by owners which point
in the same direction) - there are a few items which have a different origin..Among them is the

afore-mentioned oldest manuscript which is, of course, pre-Ottoman. There are also
manuscripts originating in North Africa (in view of their Maghribi script: Or. 1l .044; Or.
11.969), Basra (a diploma, ijaz.a, Or. 11.121, dated 129011873). the Crimea (Or. 11.712,
dated 1034/1722: Sultan Giray Khan b. Sa'adet Giray Khan is mentioned in the colophon),
Mecca (Or; 11.770), Damascus (? possibly copied by a scion of the local Mamlük dynasty (in
893/1488) - the colophon shows a script resembling d:ant which is difficult to decipher and is
followed by the owner's inscriptions by members of the same family, Or. I1.830); Daghestan
(Or. I1.962-11.964b - a series of hefty volumes, mostly containing works of jurisprudence
and looking un-Ottoman; the name of Daghestan occurs in Or. 11.964b, dated 1308/1890; a
colophon in Or. 11.964 mentions a number of unidentifiable villages which may well be
situated in the same area (f .214b, dated I 14811735); Central Asia (? Or. 12.017; Or. 12.097:
dated ll97ll782-3; Or. 12.102, copied in Khilokori ?); Iran (a versified encyclopedia in
Persian, Or. 12.052. dated 82311420, copied by the son of the author, but later owned by
Ottomans; we find the names of a Janissary officer and his shaykh in Rodoscuk (Tekirda!) in
the margin of p. 4); and Algeria (Or. 12.095, copied in the Turkish quarter of Yanyah in.
1079/r688).
The names of copyists are mentioned in most colophons, often of the type

A son of B son
of C and so forth. Exceptionally a maternal affiliation is also given (Or. 11.976: Hasan b.
ibrahim b. Hüseyn and Hasan b.Tnyneb åinr Mustafa). There is sometimes also a pedigree of
teachers, as in Or. 12.012, in which one finds the pattern A student of B, student of C. In a
limited number of colophons, one finds specifications of origin or lineage (nasab;in the
following, I only mention exceptional ones) or of profession, both of which provide clues as to
the social and geographic environment of manuscript production. Thus we find:

f.

iryams (L16811754-5, Or. 11.042: Or. 11.803; Or. 11.980; a part of Or. 12.019; Or.
t2.029)

2.
3.
4.
5.

aþa¡ib(Or. 11.074)
Or. 12.056)
þt;s (from Akltisãr, Or. 11.608; Or. 12.053) '
ana'ib (Or. 11.834)
a mü'e44ín (a part of

.
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t2.

a teberdnr (halbardier) in the service of a ketþüda of the Ottoman Treasury

or.

r2.o59,

a

(Or. 11.967 (2),

a collection of traditions)
13.

a second lieutenant of the infantry (mülaz.im-i tani of the second alay, first
l2I 1 I l7 97, Or. 12.099, a work on medicine).

bölük, in

orla, and seventh

Exceptional indications of profession and lineage are the ones of
1. a man who describes himself as (the so4 of; a 'horseman from Alanya' and bears, among
others, the nasab at-Turkmani (Or. 11.605, a copy of the afore-meniioned Mukhtasar al
Qudnr¡, dated 853/1449);

2.
3.
4.

Ihlivne (Livno, Bosnia, in ll42lt729-30, Or. 11.758)
â man from Istolca (Stolac, Herzegovina, in lI97/1782-3 and 1200/1785-6, Or. 11.886);
someone from Rize - the extraordinarily detailed colophon also explains that Rize is a place
on the Black Sea coast near Trabzon; curiously, the Turkish name for Black Sea is also
given (in It08/1696, Or. 11.707)
a man from

Sometimes one is informed about the institution and/or place where the manuscripts in
question had been copied (in alphabetical order) :

1.
2.

Amqsya (iq 4q ryg$ue of Bã-yezid

lagaìn 1194/1780, Or. 1 1.980; by a imam of Georgian
origil in 106211652, apart of Or. 12.019; by three copyists, lI65-i0/1751-7, Or. 11.166;
in Ll94/I780, Or. 1 1.980; in the mosque of Sultan Bayezid,a part of Or. 12.019)
Ankara (in the Yeñice quarter in Il70/I757, Or. Il.7l5 inthe medres¿ of the ka|I'sker in
ll32/172Ù, Or. 11.900)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ardesin (Ardesen, north-eastern Anatolia, L202/I788, Or. 11.710)
Begsehri (Beysehir, infhe medres¿ of Ismã'il Beg in 1093/1682, Or. 11.760)
Bursa (in amedrese, by someone from Sivrihistu,

in 1259-60/1843-4,Or.11.300)

Delvine (Delvina, Albania, Or. 11.834)
Edirne (in a medrese Or. 11.803;

in g45lI538,Or.

12.060;

in

1076/1665-6, Or.

l2.ll,8

Erzurum (in973/I566, Or. 11.705; in the Ya'kubiyemedrese in 1065/1655, Or. 11.887; in
the cell of a colleague and molla in t0991I687-8, Or. |Z.IO4)

Istanbul (in ll75/1762, Or. 11.115; in 1229/1814, Or. 11.564; in 1144/1731- 2, Or.
11.588; in 93411528, Or. 11.610; by someone from Trabzon, 1292/1875, Or. 1 L762; in
925/1519, Or. 11.918; inamedrese, by someone from Niksar in98611578. Or. 11.931; in
985/1577, Or. 1I.936: in 958/1551, Or. 11.94I; in the medrese of Krrkçesme in
114311730, Or. 11.947; inthe medrese of Fãtih Mehmed Uan in nAl2/1689-91, a part of
Or.12.007;in106411653-4,apartof Or. tZ.0t9; in the pälace of the Sultan (bya ôertain
Küçük Hãfiz Mustafã who lived in rhe 'þane-i seþrli' lseferli odaf, second half óf the 18th
century or later, Or.12.02I (he also owned Or. 12.022); inthe medrese of Hãfiz Ahmed
Paça in II73/1759, Or. 12.045;1n 1106/1704, a part of Or. 12.058)
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10.
11.
12.
13.
L4.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

izbedin (or Ízbedùn, a village near Kayseri, in I 1 18/1706 and later, Or.1 1 .549)
izmir (in the medrese of Kurçunbeli in 1066/1655-6, Or. 11.698);
Karaþisar (in the medrese of Receb Efendi in 1285/1868-9,

a part of Or.

11

.956)

Or.Il.743)

IlI4ll703, apartof Or. 11.547)

Kuritus (possibly Corinth, in the local fortress in 1095/168 4,Or.11.736)
Kütahya (in the med,rese-iVecidin969/l56L Or. 11.916)

Mar'aç (in the medrese of 'lsã Divãni in 1084-5/1673-5, parts of Or. 11.882; in 1040/1630-

Or. 11.913)

Soma (near Manisa, in a mosque

in

lO3111622, apartof Or. 12.056)

Súnã (?,e inthe medrese of Hüseyn Aga by a copyist fromLadik, Or. 11.557)

Suvank (?,10 in 1032-311623-4, apart of Or. t2.056)

4.
5.
6.

the quarter of Çavusbasr (by a man'from Sivas, 122711812, Or. 11.704)

the mosque of Aþmed Aga el-Bazir[gãn]baçr

(in

118411770, Or. I

in 1047/1637-8,

Or. 11.553)
the medreses of Uzunayak Korsãn and Akaburi Efendi

(in

124O11824, Or.

1

I.723)

amedrese (in 1108/1697,apartof Or. 11.728)

, neu Ladik,

see Franz Taeschner,

Das anatolische Wegenetz nach osmønischen Quellen (2 Vols., Leipzig

(in 108411673-4, Or. 1 1.982)
the medrese of Süleyman Paça Öazi (in 989/1581 , Or. 12.049)

the medrese of Nisãncr Paça

Sometimes one is informed about the person for whom the manuscript was produced:
1

4:
5.

a certain

'Abdullãh Efendi el-Cabiri, in 120111786, Or. 1 1.069,

a text on jurisprudence)

or. I 1.565) (In another manuscript a copyist
invokes God's assistance to make it possible for his son to read the manuscript (Or.
I1.764), a compendium on jurisprudence, dated I18211768.)
amüftl (in Kars, rnid 18th century, Or.1I.778, a collection of treatises on, primarily, logic,
and later in the possession of an imam)
a shaykh (in 1031/1644, a tafslr, part of Or. 12.056)
a son (by a man from Köstendil, 118211768,

Mustafã Efendi in Kars (11l1/1599) and for a Mollã Ahmed Rumi (early 18th century, parts

of Or. 12.058)
for the afore-mentioned Ottoman scholar Vãni Efendi (d. 1096/1684-5, Or. l2.Il8l2l), a
work on Euclidian geometry)

The reproduction of a text was often, it seems, accompanied by a precise comparison
with the original text: a copy of a Mukhtasar al-Qudurl (Or. 11.917) contains a note which
declares that the text had been collated by a certain Ahmed of Karaferye (Veroia, in
1060/1650). Another manuscript was copied aand collated in 936/1529-30 by a son of the
author (an undocumented encyclopedic work written in 87511470-1 by an imãm, Musliheddin
et-Tirevi, connected with the zaviye of Ibn Qassã'i in Tire, Or. 12.092).

ú.r.rr-, near Merzifon, see Taes chner, Wegenetz.,Table 2.
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partof Or. 1 I .944)

In some colophons one finds data regarding the copying process itself, as in Or. lI.963
(possibly not of Ottoman origin) in which a copyist declares that it took him 140 days to
complete 306 folios (in 120711793). One manuscript was produced on the request of a ka2i of
Erzincan en copied in 43 days with one and the same pen which had been cut only once (in
114411732, Or. 12.051, about 200 folios).

6.

I.074)

the medrese of the Stileymãniye (Or. 11.1110; by a copyist from Sivrihisãr

-8, a

Sometimesphilologicalsubtletiesare explained, as in a colophon in Or. IL.734, dated
125911844, which presents a pedigree of manuscripts going back to an autograph by shaykh
Mehmed Subicevi who must have flourished about 1700, together with a list of readers - the
manqscript is a commentary on the afore-menfioned lz.har. A comparable pedigree is found in.
or. 12.037 (dated lt20l 1708-9).

3.

the mosque of Bãzirgan Llusrev (in 1168/1754-5, Or. 11.042)

(in 1 181/1767

occasionally appears that reproduction was inspired by the lessons followed by a
copyist or that a teacher is eulogized in a colophon: a man from Belgradè copied Or. 11.703, a
commentary on a manual of jurisprudence, the copying of which was inspired by the lessons of
his teacher Mehmed Efendi Celã'i (in 1053/1644): a teacher, the kAZi ismã'il Efendi, is
explicitely mentioned in Or. 11.708 (a commentary by Zeynlzâde (d. Ll52ll739) on thg l7har,
a work on grammar, by Birgili Efendi, dated 117711763). In Or. 11.070, a poem in megnevl
rhyme, a copyist mentions that he had memorized the work in five and a half months.

Trabzon (in the rnedrese of iskender Paça, a part of Or. 11.558, 18th century; in
1118/1706, Or. 11.766)
Üsküdar (by a copyist from Karalar (109211681-2,Or.1.1.563)

1924, 1926),Table 29.

l0

10.

1250/1834, Or. 11.945)

l.
2.'
3.

þP

9.

the medrese-i Selùliyatl (by someone withnasabs referring both to Birgi and Antakya, a part

.
2.

Taraboltca (Tirebolu?, by someone who had his origins in the Mora/ Peleponnese, in

In a number of colophons an institute is mentioned, but no place-name is given:

9

the medrese of NalSibzãde ibrahim Efendi

Or. 11.905)

It

Kula (in 93411528, Or. 11.832)

tl20/I708, Or.12.094)

34.

8.

11.

20. Mostar (in the medrese of Karagöz Beg in 1050/1640, Or. 1 1.897);
21. Mugla (1123/1711, Or. ll.77I)
22. 'Osmãnbazan (? in the 'new' (cedlde) medrese in1240/1824-5, Or. lI.97l)
23. Paça (in I235(I8I9-20, Or. 11.935)
24. Payãs (Yakacrk near Aleppo (?) in 1095/1684 and 109611684-5, Or. 11.543)
25. Safranbolu (Or. 11.552)
26. Sinop (in t225/1810, Or. 12.082)
27. Siroz (Serre, Thracië, in995/1587, Or. 11.709)
26. Sivas (Or. 11.797; in 1099/1688. Or. 12.O53; in the quarter of the big mosque in

33.

the quarter of Kara Falfih (in

of the same Or. 11.956)

Kayseri (in the medrese of Serçeogh by someone from Sivrihiç:ar in 123311818, a part of

1,

29.
30.
31.
32.

7.

Kars (in It50-211737-40, Or 1I.778; in 1111/1699, apart of Or. 12.058)

Köprü (in the medrese of Mehmed Paçain

ll22ll7t0,

3s3
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Books in the Middle East had been hand.written for centuries and the printing press had
only been reluctantly introduced into de area, and only in the 19th century.on a large scale. A
hesitant start of this development oçcurred at the end of the l8th century and in an early stage
copyists and readers must have been aware of the development. A note found in an early
(hand-written) copy of aTuþfe-i Vehbr (Or. 11.989, a popular versified Persian-Turkish
dictionary written in ll97l|782-3) states that by then the work had been printed at the Dar a¡ttba'at in Istanbul.tt Although the hand-written book was able to survive far into the second
half of the 19th century, we also witness the appearance of mixed forms during that century:
books which consist of both printed and hand-written and hand-illuminated parts. A splendid
example of this phenomenon is Or. 12.016 which contains a collection of Koranic and
religious texts; some parts were printed in a workshop of the Fatih complex in Istanbul
(which, as we have seen above, was also a centre for hand-written texts) during the years
I275-611858-60, and afterwards embellished with beautiful multicoloured illuminations.
What happened to the manuscripts once they had been produced?

a shaykh of the Mevleviþane in

9
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Kastmpaça, Istanbul, 126611850
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(Or. 12.058,

a

commentaly on a mystical poem)

Among the more secular officials we find:
10. the Minister of Education, Hãçim Pasa, in office 1903-8 (a Turkish commentary on the
Pandnama attributed to the Persian poet tA[çãr,

Ot

12.047)

11.

a governor (vali) of Sulaymaniya, Süleyman Pasa (an Arabic poem, Or. 12.038)

12.

a court physician named Kãtibzãde Mehmed

Refr' (ser-ettrba-yi þa.s;a, served the Ottoman

in 1182|1768-9,Or.11.787, a collection of the
works of Mehmed ed-Darendevi, d. 115211740, among them a series of hitherto
Court

fiom IITI/1757-8 until his

death

undocumented letters)

za'Im (an official who was remunerated with the proceeds from feudal property)
connected with the Porte (the afore-mentioned collection of commentaries on poems by
'Urfi, Or. 12.036)
14. an accountant (a certain Ahmed 'izzetl Efendi, Or. 11.117, a collection of versified
a

13.

dictionaries, dated 1245 I 1829);
We also find:

Owners and users

of manuscripts

Manuscripts often contain what we could characterise as ex
owners mentioned their profession in them. Thus we find:

1.
2'

libris inscriptions, and

someone from Konya

in Konya (Or. 12.093,

in 1004/1595)

a part

4.

k4.2i9 @t SarajeYg, Or. 11.589, a rare collection of fetvas in Arabic and Turkish, undated;
Or. 17.794, a collection of Turkish/etvas, Behcet el-fetava, by the seyþülislam Ebultazl el-

Yeñiçehri, d. IL56/I743, dated Il58/I745 - the owner summariz-es his career, from
müsewid (composer of draft documents in the Fatwa Office) of ¡he ka|i of Jerusalem to
adviser to the ka2l of Istanbul, on the title page; a kaz.i at Çatalça, Or. 11.901, an undated
commentary on the Burda; akaï¡ at Tirhala (Trikala), Or. lI.9l7; Or. 11.953 contains a
copy of a letter which declares that 'Oqmãn Efendi, possibly an owner of volume, was
appoinbd k¿Z¡ in Kerpeniç (Karpenissi, at present in Central Greece), dated I I87 /1773.)
ana'ib (in Künet tin-nahhãs, 1277/1860,Or.12.032,'arare collectionof hücc¿¿s,late 18th

century)

amu'idof thegeri'atcourtatAmar(possibleAmari,Crete, 1309/1891,Or. 11.58l,Arabic
and Turkish texts on leriditary law and fetva's, among which ttre afore-mentioned

collection compiled by flakimi Efendi; the manuscript was copiea in 1151/1738)

amürt|of Amasya (12331^l8lg, Or. 11.752, an Arabic-Turkish miscellany, with, among
other texts, a translation of the repeatedly mentioned Burda as well as an illústrated treatisõ
gt-t gugsliols concerning heriditary law - the owner added a number of his own/etvas, ff.
t44b-146a)

8.
¡
ll

in Istanbul,in lI94lI780
(Or. 11.896, mainly a commentary by Seyþzãde on de Burda, dated 1004/1595; it also
ôontains Turkish fragments of Kinalizade 'Ali Çelebi's well-known Aþlaþ-i 'ala'lye)
a man from Bahkesir who added a succinct biography of the author - and fellow townsman
- of the text in his manuscript, Or. 11.940 (dated II87lI774), which contains a commentary
on a work on prayerby Birgili Meþmed Efendi.

müderrisin (in a medres¿ of Orhan Ghazi, dated 1226/18 1 1, Or. I L.1I2, a work on religion
gogigd in 118111767-8; a müderris inthe medrese of Mellmed Beg Hãcc Paçaz¿d-e in
Delvina, Or. 11.834, a manual on jurisprudence; a müder'ris inthímedrese of Sultan
Bãyezid, Or. IL927, a textbook on jurisprudence, undated)

The printing house produced eight editions between l2l3t1798-9 and 124911833-4; rhe manuscript contains an
owner's inscription dating from the first-mentioned year, 1213.
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of a grammar, copied by

1mü'e49ry (Molla F_u^r9yl-, _a_ go_pu-lar wolk on dogma, Tarrqa ar- Muhammmadrya, by
Birgili Efendi, dated, 1067 1 1656-7, Or. 1 1.546)

7.

16.

some

3.

6.

a Seyyid 'Ali el-Gilãni (his seal impression shows the year 11,96/178I-2) who added a
detaiiéd genealogy in which he tries to demonstrate that his pedigree found its origin in the
great $ufi 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilãni (Or. 12.018)

an imam and hatib of the Mosque of Taçköprü in Vidin (late 19th century, Or. 11.981, a
commentary on a grammar)
a þa¡lb of^the M-osque of_'Alã'u$-d!¡r

5.

15.

.

a man from Banjaluka (Bosnia) who purchased his manuscript

More interesting even than scattered ex libris inscriptions

for the reception of

manuscripts are traces of üse in the manuscripts. These are regularly found in miscellanies, the
composition of which suggests the choice of an owner. These miscellanies, moreover, tend to
be furnished with glosses afid notes by a compiler/copyist over an extended period of time'
From the examples given above, it appears that some manuscripts were used over many years,
even centuries. Interesting in this respect are inventories of manuscrips which sometimes give
clues about the copying work, the contents of private libraries and the book trade.l2

Sometimes manuscripts contain annotations highlighting their function or fate. One
manuscript, Or. I1.790, dated 105411644-5, contains a note which states that the volume in
question had been borrowed from a müderris.In another manuscript, a work on religious
duties, there is a draft letter in which a son requests his father to accept the volume in security
for parts of another manuscript (Or. 11.880). In another manuscript, Or. 11.951, a miscellany
containing various Arabic texts, there occurs a note which specifies that it was donated to a
certain $ãfi7 Aþmed Efendi in125611840-1.
Because paper was expensive, many ówners of manuscripts used them to document
important events, adding notes on, in particular, the birth and death of siblings, sometimes also

about political developments and natural disasters, earthquakes in the first place. Text
fragments of this type are abundant and I am only able to give a few examples here.
t2

In Or. 11.571; Or. 11.617; Or. 11.901; Or. 11.913; Or. 11.953; Or. 11.982, aprice-listdated 123111815-6; Or
12.029; Or. 12.032; Or. 12.093; and Or. 12. 1 18.
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In the relatively rare genre of historical annotations, we find, for example,

a

chronogram by an obscure poet, probably also the owner of the manuscript, about the horrible
fate of the rébellious Shaykh Bedrüddin who was hanged in Siroz in 81911416 (in. the aforementioned Or. 11.709 which was copied in the same town in the 16th century). Annotations on
the death of the Grand Yizier Köprülü Musfafã Paça in |10211690, and the surrender of the

fortress of Buda in 109711686, are found in Or. 11.882, a collection of works on
jurisprudence copied earlier in the same century. A note on the big earthquake of Istanbul
in
Zilka'de 1167/September 1754 is found in Or. Il.9l9. Mention of the one of Zilhicce
ll79lMay 1766 in the same city occurs in Or. ll.g27, a well-known textbook on
jurisprudence by Seyyid 'Alizade. A few pages furtheron we find a list of Ottoman
military
campaigns which had taken place previously in the same century.

An interesting case is Or. 11.539, a notebook filled by more than one user with
quotations,/etvas,foÍ the most part by obscure provincial müftils,copies of letters, diplomas,
poems, recipes, prayers, magic formulas and a text for a talisman, notes on the legendary
history of Istanbul, in an almost inextricable tangle of Arabic and Turkish lines written in,
often, minute scripts. The main user must have been a certain 'Abdullãh imãmzäde, a na'ib of
Kusadast, who copied some longer texts into the manuscript in the years 1096 (1684-5) and

ll02

(1690), but others clearly followed in his steps, adding more texts.

Ot. lI.716, a compilation of Koran and tafsîr texts, dating probably from the lgth
century, contains a great number of additional remarks and annotations (about, among others,
the birth of a son in 124411829, and a recipe for ointment against piles) as well as a piece of
paper with notes by, seemingly, an imam, which contain clues for leading public worship,
including prayer texts in Arabic and Turkish.
Most interesting is Or. 12.019, produced in various places in the middle of the 17th
century. It contains a great number of Arabic tracts, among which two works and an
autograph copy of yet another work made for his sons by a müfti,
Hrzrr b. Mehmed, from
Amasya (see also above), a hitherto undocumented 'mirror for princes' dedicated by a certain
Mustafã Efendi, 'the little emir', to Sultan Murãd IV, and a Turkish treatise on ethics by
Feridün Aþmed Beg (st. 99111583). The manuscript also contains all sorts of fragmentary
texts in Arabic, Persian and Turkish, such as prayers, fetvãs, model letters, recipes (for curing
baldness, among other things), astrological tables, and talisman texts. The manuscript later
was in possession of a teacher at a military secundary school (rüsdXye-i 'askerlye) in
Kastamonu (in 13 16/1898-9).

A more personal note characterises Or. 12.029 which contains a great number of texts,
often fragmentary, concerning the Koran and, hadtth, among them some
falnamesas well as
two tracts about geomancy, both in Arabic and Turkish, dating from the late 18th century.
Parts were copied by a certain Mahmud b. tlasan b. Veli who was also in possession of the
work and who probably was an imnm.In a verse which hints at an erotic connotation (p. 336)
he - that is, if he is the author - says: 'Five prayers make
[a day's] worship complete/ In all of
this I was an imam for the public'.13 The poem begins: 'Today I had intrecourse three
times,

l3

cemõ'atla tamaml cümlesinde olmrytm þalþa imam
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tamamlThat day I did not perform the ablutions properly, o Humam'.la In this hefty volume,
we also find many additional texts, often by Maþmud Efendi himself; these were sometimes
written on slips of paper which were later pasted into the manuscript: prayers to be said on
various occasions, .u"h ur the outbreak of plague; a list of titles of various texts (probably
copied on commission) with prices; amulet texts designed to arouse feelings of love; a
(pseudo-) quotation from the New Testament of the Bible with a Turkish translation (wtti-clt
announced the coming of Muhammad); family notes - these continue into the early 19th
century (a son called Maþmüd was born as late as Ramaian t234llune 1819) - recipes; a
petition addressed to the Porte, and so on. A poem addressed to the Prophet, by PeriçãnÎ'
possibly identical with the manuscript owner, is found on p' 151'
Some manuscrips contain cuttings, papers and other relics of previous owners' among

12'084, a
them tickets (Or. tt.ilq,a ücket of the Istanbul Tram Company, price 9 þuruS; Or'
items
ate: a
ticket of the Istanbul Bus Company, price 80 þuru$. Among the more stfiking
folded sheet of paper with copies of. hüccetsissued by a çerl'af court in Istanbul concerning the

of an Arabic encyclopaedia
entirled at-Ta,rîþt by al-Djurdjãni (d. 81611413), dated 993t1585); a letter addressed to a
in
manuscript owner, a certain 'Ali Rüçdi Efendi, imam and þa¡lb of the mosque of Taçköprü
Vidin, sent by a former student in 1305/1889, now appointed customs officer in an obscure.
village on the Bulgarian border in an undated copy of a commentary on a grammar, Or'
l1.9Sl). The officer writes to his former teacher that he feels lonesome at his new post and
he had
urges him to write back soon. He himself had travelled from Istanbul to Edirne, where
remained for two days. From there he had continued his journey to Klisãkule, as the village
was called, where he succeeded Mehmed Efendi. The village, t e writes, is small and only
well.
consists of a tower (kule),where is going to live, and two houses built by officers, and a
prices are low, there is much firewood available, as well as chicken and turkey meat, and eggs.
He proposes that Rüsdi Efendi come and visit him next spring. The village is situated at a
reach it
distance of two to three hours' travel from the nearest Islamic village; one is able to
his
from Filibe (plovdiv). He expresses the hope that a better post will come along and conveys
soon!
a
visit
greetings to his relatives and friends; he also hopes that he will receive
status of a number of (former) slaves, dated 1303/1885 (in a copy

Provenance, function and loss

If we survey the codicological facts listed hitherto, what can we conclude with regard to
the provenance of the Fatatri manuscripts and their value as a source documenting the
Ottoman culture to which they belonged and in which they had their function? Disregarding
and
the exceptional items which do not fit into the overall 'picture' offered by the collection
- genre'
mentioned separately, it should be clear from what I have said so far that everything

production and reception - points to the fact that the manuscripts of this collection were closely
ielated to, primarily, ttre Otto*un ilmiye, a l9th-century term by which the educative and
judicial/administrative institution is designated, nad which played a central role in the
in
ãevelopment of the Ottoman Empire, particularly from the conquest of Constantinople
sometimes
1453 onwards. The manuscripts were nearly all produced in Anatolia and Rumelia,
in remote villages, although the capital, Istanbul, had a dominant position. The ilmiye
tL

beS vakt namazt

CULTURE

'prince', but could also
bu gün üç kez. cima' etdim tamam/ ol günde açta i¡,usl etm,edím ey hümilm; hümam means
the
be the nom-de-plume of
Poet.
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comprised both educative institutes: primary schools (Koran schools),
mektebs, and, for
higher education, religious academies, medreses, and judicial/administrative
institues: the
courts headed by kaàrs; both were supervised by the state and subject
to the law as it was
codified in kanunnames and fermãns. These law codes prescribed in detail the
careers and
salaries of officials: 'ulema, from candi date (mülaz.im) to müderris,
and, kaZîs. The medreses
and the courses taught in them were arranged according to a hierarchical
system. Compulsory,
too, were basic textbooks to be used in the various courses, although
proi"rror. were free to
- teach additional subjects. ts
Besides sufi wntings, we also find the

ilmþe texts, mentioned in the Ottoman law codes,
in the Fatatri collection. Should we conclude, then, that the hundreds
of volumes here
discussed had been part of medrese and tekke libraries, tens
if not a few hundreds of which had
come into existance in the ottoman Empire by the early 20th
century, then had spread over an
area stretching from the Caucasus to the Balkans, and
from Arabia to North Africa? These
institutions fell upon hard times after the collapse and dismemberment
of the old Empire. This
was particularly true in the new Turkey where, already
in 1924-5, the traditiol^i"*iti"'ir,
medresesand, tekkes were closed by the modernising intervention
of Atattirk. The libraries of
these institutes were abolished and the manuscripts
transferred to public libraries.16
Thereafter the number of people within the borders or tn"
Turkish Republic - and this was
even more true of the ottomans who had become subjects
of otheruu..rrror-rtates - who were
able or would choose to read the essentially medieval academic
literature must have fallen

dramatiçally.

Long before that the readership of this
{iterature must have been diminishing. During the
period of reform in the 19e century which saw, besides
the traditi onal mektebs en medreses,
the introduction of diffeÎent educational institutes inspired
by Western examples, the medieval
methods of teaching and learning, whereby large numb".,
áf students *"r" d"p"ndent on the
instruction of a few teachers in badly aired and sparsely furnished
halls, dim
prospects
for students, and archaic teaching methods like the blind memorising
"år"",
of texts
in a language
(Arabic) which most ottomans did not master, had
already seriously eroded the credibility of
traditional schools and academies. osman Ergin, writing in
the 1940s, recalled that he came
across a farmer who was able, even after more than thirty
years, to recite a complex passage of
a textbook on'syntax entitled lThar (possibly the
afore-mentioned work by Bìrgili Mehmed
Efendi) in which the relation between de first fom^, 'karuma',
and,the fourth, , akrama,,of the
Arabic verb ¡J was explained, without knowing what the passage
was about.rT During the
same period the role of the
sen'at courts was increasingly marginalised so that demand for the
traditional fatwa-collections decreased. A finishing rt-L" dealt
to the traditio nal Schrifttum
must have been the spelling reform of 1928 which saw
the abolition of the Arabic alphabet in
Turkey' Already in the 1930s traditional Arabic textbooks
must have come up for sale in
Istanbul; a large collection of such works was acquired
by the, then still West Berlin,
l5

l6
t7

For a survey of the type
that were taught, see ismail Hakki uzunçarçrh, osmanlt
Devletinin ilmiye
Teçkilâu (Ankara 1984), p."^fl:lo
2O ff .
see Bernard Lewis, The Emergence of Modern Turkey^(oxford
196l), pp. 407-g; Ekmeleddin ihsanoflu, red.,
Manuscript Libraries in Turkey and the' Pibticotiow oi'ihi'uonuscripts
ljblb\'?p-\lgf
l,ocated in these Libraries
(Istanbul 1995), pp. xv-xvi.
Quoted in Hüseyin Atay, Osmanltlarda yüksek din eþitimi (Istanbul I9g3),
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Staatsbibliothek

in

1974 from the estate
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of the Arabist and manuscript-collector Oskar

Rescher (1883-1972), who had been living in Istanbul from 1925 onwards where he had been
appointed teacher of German in the Military Academy; this collection has recently been
catalogued by Rosemarie Quiring-Zoche in two volumes.ls Also here we find the same wellknown ilmiye texts which are outstanding in the Fatatri collection.le In de mid 1960s, no-one
seems to have been interested in this type of manuscript any more and it was possible to buy
these manuscripts of the geme on a large scale for little money

If we, however, look in the books themselves for indications of a direct connection
between these manuscripts and. medrese- and tekke- libraries, we discover that there are
hardly any traces pointing to such a connection: in none of the manuscripts is there an
inscription or a seal impression which could demonstrate that these volumes had stood, or
rather had lain, on the shelves of an Ottoman (semi-) public library. There are a few
exceptions: Or. 11.073, a miscellany copied in Il52ll739 contains a vakf-inscription of
126311847 which stipulates that the book be placed in the cell (hujrar) of Shaykh Aþmed
Efendi in the big (Umayyad) mosque of Damascus. Or. 1L.771 contains another vakf-,
inscription of the Eski Müfti medresesi (probably in Mulla [Mu!la], where the manuscript had
been copied in Ll23lI7Il). What we do find, as explained above, are the manifold traces of
use by individuals, and this makes the collection even more interesting: there is far less known
about private libraries than about institutional collections. These individuals were in majority,
as we saw, mosque personnel, judges and substitute judges, muftis, müderrisln, and shaykhs,
so that we can conclude that the manuscripts under discussion here did actually stem from
circles connected with the Ottoman íJmiye and the dervish orders. The vakf-inscriptions,
which occur regularly in items of our collection, nearly always aim at the preservation of the
manuscript in question within a family along lines of heredity and at preventing it from ending
up on the market. Nearly all of these inscriptions date from the 19th century, and it is clear
that some of these manuscripts had already been produced centuries earlier and had not lost
their currency, or rather their value as heirlooms.2O
This long, enduring tradition - and with it an age-old literature which had had a
important function in Ottoman, and more generally, Islamic culture at large - came to an
abrupt end, as we have seen, in the 1920s. Its close connection with an important, widespread
state institution like the ilmiye and the widespread dervish orders makes it likely that this type
of literature, in óontrast to genres we would consider of interest today such as works of
historiography, autobiography, travelogues or musicology, in fact constituted the mainstream
of Ottoman book-production and book-consumption. An interesting case of a less popular

18

19
20

Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Arabische Handschriftenlll & V (Stungart lgg4
2000).

&

For an analysis of this material, see Rosemarie Quiring-Zoche, 'Arabische Schrifttum im Osmanischen Reich: zur
Handschriften-Sammlung Rescher', in E. Waher & K. Röhrborn, red., KaÍkul Festschrift z.um 25, Jahrestag der
Wiederbegründung des Instituts Íilr Orientalistik an der Justus-Liebig-Univèrsitdt Giessen (Wiesbaden 1989), pp.
100-15.

See Or.

ll.54l, Bidlis

126011844;

1135/1722-3; Or.11.549 (copied in 1118/1706-113211720),1285/1868-9; Or. 11.562,
Or. 11.590 (copied in lll9ll707), l309lI89L-2 en 13ll/1894; Or. 11.700 (copied in ll72ll759),

13071L890;Or. t1.752; Or. 11.789 (copied 993/1585), 1877;Or. 11.880, by various members of the same family

in Tatar Pazarcrk (Pazarcik), 128411867-7; Or. 11.883, dated l?23/1808-9; Or. 11.981; Or. 11.952, in Düzce
128211866, by someone of Circassion origin; Or. ll.98l; Or. L2.093 (copied in 1004/1595), in Nigde in
129211875: Or.

l2.ll7.
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wrirer was Mustafã 'Ali of Gallipoli (d. 1008/1600). Apart from his great world-history,
Künhü l-aþbar, only a few copies of many of his other works have been preserved,
particularluy in libraries outside Turkey, because he wrote for a literary élite related to the
court in Istanbul. Many copies of his works, not surprisingly, are kept in the Topkapr Palace
Library. Of his fascinating 'Tables of Delicacies', for instance, a fantastic survey of different
aspects of Ottoman life in the 16th century, full of curious facts and autobiographical passages,
only two manuscripts have been preserved in private collections.2l (One of the manuscripts
has recently appeared on the market and offered for sale for a substantial amount of money.)
This contrasts sharply with the relatively high production of textbooks used in schools and
academies but also popular books with medical recipes, tracts on dream interpretation and
almanacs. Among the 'Top Ten' of Ottoman texts should be reckoned works like the Tuþfe-í
çahidî, a versified Persian-Turkish dictionary for schoolchildren, or the Vastyet-name by
Birgili Efendi, a summary of Islamic dogma and the religious duties of Muslims in simple
Turkish - both works were used in mektebs - and there hardly is an Oriental manuscript
library, Europe is no exception, which does not own one or more copies of these works; the
Leiden University Library owns many - I did not count them - and I regularly discover more
in the uncatalogued part of the collection.

library, it must often have been too small to fulfill all their wishes; manuscripts, as we have
seen, were also used as notebooks and, of course, they could not use bonowed books for this
purpose. It seems, therefore, that book-production on the whole had a strong individual and
incidental stamp which involved only one or two persons - a father copied a manuscript for his
son, a student, we can imagine, would ask an imam or teacher to copy a book for him owned
by the latter or by a local library. Manuscript production therefore was a small-scale
enterprise and, in essence, amateurish - only a small minority of our manuscripts show texts of
fine calligraphy which betray the hand of a professional artist. Manuscripts were not copied by
guilds as was the case with, apparently, book-binding which was a specialised trade.2a This
amateurish trait is also strikin$ in the outward aspect of many of our manuscripts and
especially their bindings - a number of them, for that matter, did not survive the wear and tear
of the times - and look most primitive, made as they are from old paper or cardboard,
provisionally pasted together with irregularly cut straps of leather. The limited purchasing
power of students and provincial scholars and dervishes must have contributed to this.

360

if this literature formed

the maínstream of Ottoman book-production, nevertheless
the circulation of such books must have been quite limited, and should be counted in tens and
hundreds rather than thousands. A relatively popular work like the afore-mentioned Künhü laþbar is represented in about a hundred manuscript copies and the circulation of works like the
Even

Tuþfe-i ;ahidt would not have exceeded the number of five-hundred, at most a thousand
copies. Manuscripts were expensive and paper scarce, and this must have been the reason they
were used as diary and notebook - this also happened with Western manuscrips and early
prints. Prices varied from about 200 to 900 aþçe according to data occasionally found in the
volumes themselves. Thus MS Or. 11.933, a copy of a well-known conìmentary on an Arabic
manual on morphology, cost 480 aþçe in lI22ll710-1; the same amount was earned by the
average müderris in ten days. The size of medrese libraries, apart from those in Istanbul and
major cities, was limited by our standards and hardly exceeded, at the time of foundation, a
hundred volumes, although an expansion of their holdings during the following years and
centuries was always a possibility.2z Private libraries were even smaller. An inventory of
books in the possession of a certain Molla Mehmed has nineteen titles, among them works on
jurisprudence, a Gulistan, the popular poem in praise of the Prophet, flílye-i
$akani, and a
(in
l2.Il8,
Or.
with
colophorts
dating
from
the
17th
and 18th centuries).
[Tuþfe-i] Sahidi
Books, even popular books, as said above, were produced in small numbers. and were often
ordered, according to the limited documentation available, 'to measure' and for personal
consumption.23 Although book-readers and users may in many cases have had access to a

2l
22
23

Meva'idü n-neþ'is fi kava'idi l-mecalis, a facsimile edition was edited by Cavid Baysun who was in the possession
of one of the manuscripts (Istanbul 1956).

ismail E. Erünsal, Türk Kütüphaneleri Tarihi lI. Kuruluçtan Tanzimat'a kadar Osmanl, Vaktf Kütüphnneleri (Ankara

Epilogue
So far my, necessarily somewhat superficial, description and characterisation of the fivehundred manuscripts of the Fatatri collection, which, as I have tried to show, document an

important aspect of Islamic culture: that of the academic and religious-mystical world, as it
had existed for centuries in the Ottoman lands but which disappeared almost completely. What
these manuscripts confirm is the dominant tri-lingual character of Ottoman culture; a literate
Ottoman, apart from native Turkish, mastered to a certain, often a high, degree Arabic and
Persian as well as, in itself tri-lingual, Ottoman Turkish. These manuscripts document not
only conventional Islam and the dervish orders through their Schrifttum; one of the aspects
which struck me in particular while reading through all the, often'fragmentary, texts in these
volumes, was the mixture on a grand scale of current (orthodox) religious ideas with magic in
its many garbs: predictions with the help of the text of the Koran, dream interpretation, and
the practice of amulets and talismans, apparently considered completely normal by the literate
part of the population, even by scholars and mosque personnel.2s ÌVhat also strikes one when
reading the many recipes occurring in these manuscripts, is the abundant use of opium in
domestic medicines. Apparently the use of this drug was less marginal than has hitherto been
thought, and not restricted to harvesters of the poppy-juice in rural areas or to small groups
like dervishes. Much further research will be required in this many-facetted field in the future
in order for us to obtain a fuller (and more realistic) picture of the historical Ottoman Empire.

24

1988), p. 195.

Franz Rosenthal has remarked about the medieval Islamic situation: 'Since books were expensive, scholars, with

rare exceptions, had to build up their libraries by copying materials with their own hands; this [...] usually
continued throughout their lives', '"Of Making Many Books There Is No End:" The Classical Muslim View', in
George N. Atiyeh, red., The Book in the Islamic World. The Written Word and Communication ín the Middle East
(New York 1995), p. 35.
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Ali Ataallah, Die Zünfie in Jerusalem im 17. Jahrhundert anhønd von Gerichtsurkund,en
(Tübingen l9b8¡, which mentions 'booktraders' as members of the local guild who were actually only book-binders
(two enries dating from 1684 and 169l), p.246.
This seems still to be the case in present-day Turkey: according to an investigation carried out byjournalists ofthe
Cumhuriyet newspaper among university students, more than 75 per cent of those questioned believed in the
prognorti,r value of dt"ums anã mgre than 2l per cent believed in the reliability of falnames and fortune-tellers.
ivtoie ttran 83 per cent also believed in phenomena like angels and jinnees, the historicity of Adam and Eve, and in
the existence of tne ert of Noah. Cumuriyet, Thursday 4 October 2001, p.' ó.
See, for example, Mahmoud
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Or. ll.l22, p. 1. The first pagê of a treatise on education, probably a translation from
the French, and owned by Peltier, director of the Tawfiqiya teachers' training college in
Cairo, late l9th or 20th century.
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Or. 11.707, f. 285b. A detailed colophon to an Arabic work on prosody and grammar by
thecopyistlbrahim ez-Za'imb. Bostan Beg b. 'Ali Beg er-Rizevi, dated 1108/1696. The
geographical position of Rize is explained in detail in it, whereby the Turkish word for Black
Sea is also given.
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Or.11.752, f. 86b. A page of a miscellany with works in Arabic and Turkish, 18th and
19th centuries. The page contains a multicoloured diagram illustrating a complicated problem
related to hereditary law.
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Or. 11.919, ff . 2l4b-215a. Two pages of a miscellany with 41 texts in Arabic, Persian
and Turkish, written by Kemal Pasazade and other ottoman scholars, copied between
g26tl5l9-20 and 985/1577-8. On the left page is a table showing the value of numbers written
in siyakat script.
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Or. 12.016, p. 488. A page of a miscellany with, mostly, religious texts in Arabic and
Turkish, both printed and handwritten, and illuminated in the Fatih Mosque complex in
Istanbul in 1858-62. The lithographed text is surrounded by hand-made illuminated borders.
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Or. 12.029, p. 386. A page of a miscellany of religious and magical texts, copied by,
mostly, Mahmud b. Hasan b. Veli in t203-41I789-90, probably for his personal use. A poem
by, most probably the copyist himself, is found in the right margin.
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Or. l2.l18, f- la. The title page of a miscellany with Arabic treatises on geometry and
astronomy, lTth and lSth centuries. A list of titles of works owned by a certain Monla
Meþmed is written upside doyvn on the same page.
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Or. 1 1.828, f . 214b. The final page of a copy of al-Ghazah's Mishknt al-anwar, with
colophon dated706lt306. It is the oldest dated manuscript of the Fatatri collection.
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Bütl¡n dillerde if,âde çekilleri vardt
Herlces bunlara radbet ederdi
Türk dilíne kimseciWer bolmazdt
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TürWerle lranhlar hepyoldaç olsunlar diye
ifiAae nustsunda birbirler ini k)tüleme sinler
Díle bakry manâyt lnr görmesinler diye
Bu sûretle TürWer de mahrûm olmasmlar
Halrk\ dillerinde anlaanlar diYe.
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Erhan AFYONCU-

XVIII. yüzythn ilk yarrsrndaki önemli seferleri kalerne alan Ahmed bin Mahmud'a ve
eserinel dikkatleri çeken Akdes Nimet Kurat olmuçtur. Kurat, XII. Karl'rn Tür'kiye'de kaihçl
ve Prut Seferi ile ilgili çahçmalarrnda bu eseri tanrtarak kullanmrç ve bir krsmlnl neçretmiçtir2. Daha sonra Ahmed bin Mahmud'un eserinin Prut Seferi'ne ait olan klsmrnrn tamamlnr
yayrnlamrçttr3. Kurat, yazail meçhul olan bu eserin Ahmed bin Mahmud'a ait oldu[unu tespit
etmiç, ancak hakklnda, esetde geçen kayrtlardan baçka fazlabir bilgi bulamamrçtrr. Kurat bu
konuda çunlarr söylemektedir: "Ahmed bin Mahmud Efendi'nin ne zaman dogdugu, nereli
oldulu ve tahsili hakkrnda bilgimiz yoktur. Kendisi tarafrndan brrakrlan kayrtlardan, ll23
(1711)'de "hazine-i bîrûn" yani "drç hazine"de kâtip olduËu ve çok sonralarr (1759) "çrkk-r
sânî defterdan" gibi maliyede oldukça yüksek bir dereceye ulaçtrlr anlaçrhyor. O devirdeki
mutad tahsil ve erkândan herhangi bir kaleme (Divan kalemine) intisap ile memuriyetine
devamla, "hazine-i bîrûn" kâtibi srfatryla, ll23 (1711) seferine de katrlmrç ve sefer esnasrnd¿r
"malî kayrtlafr" tutmuçtur"4.
Kurat'a göre müellifin eserinden saclece 1711'de I{azine-i Bîrûn kâtibi ve 1759'da çrkk-r
sânî defterdân oldulu anlaçrlmaktadrr. Aradaki yrllarda hangi görevlerde bulundufu, nereli
oldugu, ne zaman öldügü gibi konular çimdiye kadar aydrnlatrlamamr$trr. Bu makalede esas
olarak müellifin hayatrnrn meçhul kalan bu krsrmlan tevcihât (ruus) kayrtlan rçr$rnda ortaya
çrkanlmaya çahçrlacaktrrs. Araçtrrmarun esas amacl müellifin hayatrnr aydrnlatmak oldufun-

Ma¡mara Üniversitesi, Fen-Edebiyat Fakültesi. Tarih AnabiIim f)ah.
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F. Babinget, Oslnaull tarihçileri ile ilgili yazdr$t eselinin bir dipnotunda bu kitàbln içindekilerden bahsetmiç ve
yazannrn Ahmed bin Mahrnud olmasrnrn çok rnuhtemel oldulunu belirtmiçtir (Bk. O.vnanh Tctrih Yazarktrt ve
Eserleri, çev. Coçkun Uçok, Ankara 1982, s.341).
Akdcs Nirnet Kurat, X/1. Karl'm Tiirkiye'tle Kahy ve Bu Stralanlu Osnatlt impururorltrþu, Ekler. istanbul 1940,
s. 3-30; Aynr yazar, Prut Sejèri ve Bançt, I, Ankara 1951, s. l-5-17; II, Ankara 1953, s. 741-748.
Akdes Nimet Kulat, "Hazine-i Bîr'un Kâtibi Ahnred bin Mahrnud'un (1123-L1ll-Prut) Seferine ait "Defteri"
(Berlin, Pleussische Staatssbibliothek, Orientalische Abteilung, Nr. 1209)", A.Ü.Tarih Araçtrrntuktn Dargisi,
IV/6-7 Ankara 1968, s. 261-426.
A. N. Kurat, Aynr makale, s. 262.
Ilu makale yayrn açarnasrnda iken Ahnred b. Mahrnud'un bu eseri i.izerine Ahnanya'cla bir doktora çalrçnrasr
yaptldrfr haber alrnmrç, eserin yazarr ile tenras kulularak bu çalrçmadaki bilgilcrde rrrakaleye ilave edilmiçtir. Bu
çalrçmada oser baçtan sona incelendigi için, ntiiellifle ilgili csclde yel alan ve Kurat'rn gürmedigi birçok bilgi
ofiaya çrkânlnrrçtrr (Bk. Songtil Çolak, Die Bedeutung dcs Geschichtsschreibcrs Ahnted b. Mahnwd unrl seitrcs
Werkes Târih-i Göynüklü als Quelle.fiir die Ceschic'hte das Osnni,schett Reisclrcs im 18. Juhrlu.uulert, Berlin
1999). Basrlnrrç olan tezini b¡na veren Songtil Çolak'a teçekkür'ediyolurn.

